Adjectives for Life

- boring
- Kayaking
- interesting
- fun
- safe
- challenging
- dangerous
- exciting
- boring
- creative
- football
- kayaking
- safe
- concerts
- doing homework
- skateboarding
- green
- science
- going shopping
- travelling
- gas station
- rock climbing
- golf
- video games
- drawing pictures
- making music
- exams
- sporting event
- watching movies
- coming home
- volleyball
- table tennis
- birthday party
- .....
Possible Answers

1 Kayaking is fun.
2 Going shopping is interesting/exciting/fun.
3 Skateboarding is exciting/dangerous.
4 Travelling is exciting/challenging/fun.
5 Golf is fun/boring/exciting/challenging.
6 Football is exciting/challenging/fun.
7 Rock climbing is exciting/challenging/dangerous.
8 Concerts are exciting/fun.
9 Video games are exciting/challenging/fun.
10 Snowboarding is exciting/challenging/dangerous.
11 Exams are boring/challenging.
12 Drawing pictures is creative/fun.
13 Doing homework is boring.